66 research manuscript development and incorporates protocol and analysis templates based 67 on widely-accepted reporting guidelines (viz., CONSORT and STROBE). When used on a 68 shared file system (e.g., a server), the projects package provides infrastructure for 69 collaborative research: multiple researchers can work on the same project and keep track 70 of its progress without having to request updates. reports, and the ability to change default project directory and file structures; and delete projects.
84 At its outset, the projects package creates a folder called /projects in a user-specified 85 location. This directory will contain all research projects created and maintained by the 86 user. The /projects folder will also contain a relational database of the research projects 87 and the persons who contribute to them. The database allows for users to input important 88 metadata about the projects and authors, including stage of research and contact 89 information. Once this higher-level folder is created, users run R functions to create 90 projects, each of which is given its own folder. New project folders automatically include 91 aptly named subfolders and templates in order to guide the project workflow (e.g., a "data" 92 subfolder; a "datawork" R Markdown template). Henceforth, users can begin working on 93 the research project and edit as needed the metadata of the project itself and its authors. The title of the project. A nonambiguous substring of title (i.e., a substring that does not match any other project) can be used whenever needing to identify this project within projects package functions. This value is also printed in the YAML header of the "protocol" and "report"
.Rmd templates that are automatically generated upon project creation. One of six predefined stages of project development that the project is currently in: c("1: design", "2: data collection", "3:
analysis", "4: manuscript", "5: under review", "6:
accepted").
path
The full file path where the project folder is located.
corresp_auth
The id of the author who should be contacted for any correspondence relating to the project. This author's name will be specially marked on automatically generated title pages for this project, and his or her contact information will be specially displayed there as well in a "Corresponding Author" section. given_names The given name or names of the author. A nonambiguous substring of given_names (i.e., a substring that does not match any other author) can be used whenever needing to identify this author within projects package functions. This is included in the automatically generated title pages of the projects associated with this author.
last_name
The last name or names of the author. A nonambiguous substring of last_name (i.e., a substring that does not match any other author) can be used whenever needing to identify this author within projects package functions. This is included after given_names in the automatically generated title pages of the projects associated with this author.
title
The job title of the author.
degree The abbreviation(s) of the author's academic degree(s). This is included after last_name in the automatically generated title pages of the projects associated with this author.
email
The email address of the author. This is included in the "Corresponding Author" section of the automatically generated title pages of projects whose corresp_auth field contains this author.
phone The phone number of the author. This is included in the "Corresponding Author" section of the automatically generated title pages of projects whose corresp_auth field contains this author. 240 Note that we chose a specific id number (50) for the affiliation called the "Impossibles 58 In creating associations between Scott Bug and his affiliations, we were able to enter both 259 the id number of one of them (2) and a substring of the department_name of the other 260 ("Physics"). The email address was coerced to lowercase.
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261 Now we will add more authors (output not included). 89 Now we will showcase project creation: 452 We also notice that the default behavior when adding elements is to place them before the 453 last author (unless there was only one author). This occurs after elements are removed, as 454 specified by any minus signs (-) in the formula.
455 Another function that affects author order and whose default behavior reprints project title 
